
Day 11   #37

Summary
1. Detention and abuse by Bedouins in Egypt
2. Why left Eritrea
3. No hope here in Israel

Video Segment Translation

Day 11, #37 Segment Two Ladies in Tel Aviv
↓    ↓

Chris Cotter 00:45—00:58 What is your names?
Rahel
Rahwa

Chris 00:58—01:06 Well, here we are!  Ah, so can you guys tell me about your reasons for
leaving Eritrea?

Rahel 01:09—01:19 After my husband left Eritrea and crossed the border  illegally, I and
my child were arrested and harassed by the regime frequently. I got
tired of it and decided to leave , too.

Chris 01:33—01:43 So your journey from Ethiopia – can you describe it for us? How did
she cross the border?

Rahel 01:46—01:59 I didn’t plan to leave Shimelba camp, but my sister was to meet me in
Sudan with my daughter to join me. However I was kidnapped by the
Arabs in Sudan and they brought me to Sanai. My plan was to return to
Shimelba camp with my daughter.

Chris 02:02—02:06 She left Eritrea to Shimelba Camp?

Rahel 02:20—02:26 Yes, my plan was to return to Shimelba camp, but the smugglers took
me to Sanai.

Chris 02:38—02:45 The smugglers took you to to Sinai… and, can you tell us what
happened?

Rahel 02:50— [cannot speak] A lot of terrible things happened and it is difficult to
speak about it.



happened?
Rahel 02:50— [cannot speak] A lot of terrible things happened and it is difficult to

speak about it.
Chris 03:04—03:08 I know it’s probably a very difficult story to tell.
Rahel 03:08—03:34 [begins to cry…; leans on Rahwa]
Chris 03:35—03:40 You don’t have to tell us the story if you don’t want to. It might be

important to share it, if you do.
Rahel 04:05—04:19 We were kept as their slaves and abused by our kidnappers for months

in Sudan. Finally our family in Eritrea paid the ransom and then we
were let go to Israel. I didn’t have any plan ahead to come to Israel, but
there wasn’t any other options, but to cross.

Chris 04:40—04:44 When the smugglers let you go, did they tell you where Israel was?
Rahel 04:52—05:05 Yes, they instructed us and showed the way to Israel. Since no other

options were offered to us, we follow their orders.
Chris 05:18—05:21 How much money did your family have to raise, to get you?
Rahel 05:21—05:23 It was 15,000 US dollars.
Chris 05:25—05:36 15,000 US dollars… and you had to call them yourself? Did she have

to call her family?
Rahel 05:38—05:44 While we were near the  Sudan border they made us call our family,

 the kidnaper Arabs.
Chris 05:51—05:58 When you… when they had you on the phone, did they ask you…

were they torturing you while you were on the phone with your
parents?

 06:02—06:07 Yeah… and that was enough for your parents to raise money?
Rahel 06:09—06:15 I was fearful for my life and so painfully stressed, that I don’t even

know what I was saying to my family then.
Chris 06:19—06:22 Now that you are in Israel, do you feel safe?
Rahel 06:28—06:33 From the moment I arrived here I didn’t feel safe in Israel, except

being fearful.
Rahel 06:40—06:45 Mostly, I missed my family, my daughter and always feel home sick.
Chris 06:50—07:03 Ah, you’ve asked us to blur your face, so we are going to blur your

face.  Ah, is the reason… can you tell me the reason why? Is it because
of your family back in Eritrea?

Rahel 07:10—07:14 I don’t want my face to be seen clearly. I don’t want to be identified
and my family to suffer for that.

Chris 07:24—)7:29 They could imprison your family because you have left, and they
would ask for money?

Rahel 07:29—07:37 The price is heavy to pay when exposing my face, that my family will
pay for it. I fear for my daughter’s safety. She has been taken out of
school and arrested in the past.

Chris 07:44—07:49 What a… what are you going to do now? What’s your…
Rahel 07:51—07:58 I don’t have any plan as our situation stands here. But whatever, God

will make it happen. My hope and future is in God’s hand.
Chris 08:03—08:14 Thank you for telling us your story. Yuken yelle. That’s as good as it

gets for me [laughter]
Chris 08:17—08:20 [to Rahwa] Would you like to tell us how you got here, too?

Rahwa 08:23—08:51 I was asked to go as conscript to serve in the army. I refused to go
because my sister came back disabled on her legs in the army. Seeing
what happened to my sister I adamantly rejected their order and for
that I was arrested. I was freed from jail when my family  posted the
requested bond. I was watched and guarded by the security apparatus.
 After, that I realized that I would be re-enlisted again soon and
decided to leave. I went to Ethiopia, Shimelba camp. The rest of my
story is similar with her’s, we came here to Israel together. We went
through the same ordeal and experiences  at the hands of the of human
traffickers and kidnapers.

Chris 09:33—09:45 Can you tell me about your sister in the military in Eritrea? What kind
of jobs did they ask her to do?



traffickers and kidnapers.
Chris 09:33—09:45 Can you tell me about your sister in the military in Eritrea? What kind

of jobs did they ask her to do?
Rahwa 09:52—10:04 I don’t know most of the details. But I know that after the Sawa

military training was completed, she was kept at an army post, a place
called “Mitteri”. This place is known for its extremely hot claimant and
rough, craggy area, very hard place to live.
My sister lost her leg due to the bad living conditions – she was
exposed for a long time and her infections were not medically treated
in time.

Chris 10:19—10:22 She lost her legs [sic] because of too much time in hot places?
Chris 10:53—11:23 Ah… so… ah, OK, so your sister lost her legs [sic] because of being in

so many hot places… not being able to move?  Sorry, I was saying her
sister lost he legs [sic] from being in hot places and not being able to
move, or… how did she lose her legs?  And did the government do
anything to compensate her?

Rahwa 11:27—11:30 She did receive nothing from the government, as far as concerning
compensation her for losing her legs.

Chris 11:31—11:44 … nothing. OK.  Alright. Is there anything you guys want to say to
anyone watching this video that you feel is important,  or that we
missed?

Rahel 12:03—12:19 What is the question, I didn’t get it. Who is watching us? As far as our
future we are hopeless here. By this country - the Israelis are forgetting
us, that we are also human beings. In general we are lost, without hope
for the future

Chris 12:43—12:50 Ah, maybe  let’s let her know that we hope that things improve for her,
that she finds some comfort somewhere

Rahel 12:56—13:05 What I want and wish is only that my country be again, a peaceful
place to live freely, so I can go back to live there with my daughter, my
family and with all the people (the nation), peaceful and free.

Chris Closing We hope that she gets it.
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